1999 ford explorer tune up

Just bought this vehicle it has 4. I think I have more than on O2 sensor. I was just assuming
there is only one the one that is usually at the back of the engine. What do you think? Do you.
What is the exact code numbers not code descriptions you have in the computer? I need you to
use this guide to let me know. Was this answer. Well I work nights which means I am at work. I
have the paper at home I will have to get that to you later. Your welcome please share the code
with me when you can. P and P P is misfire cylinder two, start here and this may solve all your
problems. Check comps, spark and vacuum leaks around this cylinder, start here. So maybe the
coil pack. Hmm okay. I do not know how to check for vacuum leaks. Okay, I will just sell it.
Spray a little engine starter around the inlet manifold engine running and if the revs pick up
momentarily there will be a vacuum leak there. I would concentrate on the vacuum leak it could
cause a lean miss and cause the p code. When you sorry around use card spray when you get
close to the let the rims can go up or down. Number one fix for the p is replacing the fuel filter. If
yours has not been replaced in a while it would not hurt to do it. Second most common fix is
intake manifold gasket leaking vacuum there is a starting point. The check engine light comes
on when the weather dips below -7 degrees celcius or so. Usually when I hook it up to a
diagnositc machine, I get one of the following codes: P or P Today while driving to work, the
light came on again. I hooked up the scan tool, and it came back with NO codes. The light was
on, but no codes were present? How is that possible? My O2 sensors seems to be working fine
according to the scan tool the graphs are not just flat, there is some movement , so what else
could be causing the problme? Specifically, what could be causing those codes? Why does this
only happen in the cold weather? It tells the computer ambient temp and coolant temp. From
that, the computer determines how rich or lean to make the fuel mixture. If that isn't the
problem, check for an intake leak or other vacuum leaks. Let me know what you find. My check
engine light came on, so I took it and pulled the codes. It said it was running lean on bank one
and bank two. The guy at the shop told me since it was running lean on both banks, it is a bad
mass air flow sensor instead of bad O2 sensors. I replaced the mass air flow sensor and he
disconnected my battery to clear the code. I live in the houston area and emissions are
important for inspection. I got my car inspected, then about a month later the check engine light
came on again. I pulled the codes and again it is running lean on bank one and bank two. What
should I do? Have you checked for vacuum leaks? I haven't heard any hisssing commonly
associated with a vacuum leak. When I reset the code by disconnecting the battery it will take
about a month before the light comes back on. I'll run it and see if I can find any though. Any
other suggestions. I have noticed it sometimes wants to bog down slightly when I hit the gas
pedal at a light or stop sign, but then the rpms pick right back up. That is my first guess. If you
are getting too much air to the engine, it will show a lean mixture. Joe Was this answer. Every
time I start my car, the rpm starts going down and then it would jump up and it does that for
about 3 minutes and sometimes it will turn off, and then almost every time while I am driving,
the car starts jerking and without moving my foot off the gas pedal, my speed would go down
by itself and then will jump back up by itself after a couple of minutes, and the check engine
light flashes during that time The light is always on usually in my car. Any ideas? BTW I did try
and use fuel injector cleaner, because I was told that it could be the problem but did not work. I
appreciate any help. If the check engine light is on, chances are there is a code stored in the
computer that will identify where he problem is coming from. Based on your description, it
sounds like a bad throttle position sensor, but that is a guess until you have the computer
scanned. Most parts stores will scan the computer for free. Have that done and let me know
what you find. Still kicking a miss fire code, seafoamed it out. Notta, checked all the vacuum
lines on it. Cleaned them out and also looked for leaks. Throttle body looks good and no issue.
Fuel pressure is at 40psi, which is good. Runs good until cel comes on, so closed loop mode.
Just has a check engine light that seems to never to want to leave. Hi To help would you post
the code? Please login or register to post a reply. Related Check Engine Light Content. When
your car's check engine comes on the first thing you think of is my car still safe to drive? This is
a valid point because in some instances the car will be fine while Won't Pick Up Speed Easily.
The Engine How To Use The Scanner? Check Engine Light Came On? Ford Obd1 Codes? Cehck
Engine Light On? I Have A Xlt Explorer. What Type Do I Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! Search thousands of topics on CostHelper How much does cost? This was
ridiculously expensive, I think! They replaced the coils and cleaned the fuel and replaced the
sparkplugs. My beloved car is not even valued at that price. I had a really hard swallow with this.
Long story short, recovered my Bronco roughly 2years after it got stolen. It was all perfect
timing for him, I had too much going on and at risk that's why I took his deal. I could only wish I
had the place and time to do it myself. Hope I hear back from him if needed like I was promised.
Well have to wait and see. Engine trouble, but it looks like all my spark plugs needed replacing.
Air filter was replaced though I think it was just recently replaced. Oil change was needed as

well. Full tune up since not sure when it was ever done. Feel ripped off. All that was done was a
spark plug replacement and fuel induction service. Fuel induction service, another 20 minute
job at most. So, got charged for 2hrs of labor, for a job that doesn't even take 1hr. Daughters car
started acting up miles from home so had her go to a garage in that city that a friend referred
me to and they replaced 4 spark plugs and one ignition coil. I was charged 20 bucks per plug
and 68 bucks for ignition coil. I am looking for a place to get a tune up. The car has 53, miles on
it is a , AWD. Also diver side window does not roll down. Tune Up to replace parts: ignition
wires, spark plugs, distributor cap,distributor rotor,air filter and pollution cont valve and check
and adjust ignition timing. While driving noticed shaking of steering, loss of power, rough idling
and turning on ac had a noise. Took it the shop where I attended an event next door. They
diagnosed parts were worn and engine missfire. I had to wait due to other cars before me but
was able to service. First tune up in 60, miles. Oil and fluids changed every miles. Requested
time up. Assumed oil change was included. I feel completely ripped off but this is the going rate
for K tune up because they need to change the timing belt and since they change the timing belt
they go ahead and change water pump. This is the major part of the tune up Oil change, spark
plugs, valve adj, timing belt and other belts replaced, replace water pump. My Sable began
missing on one or more cylinders after the "check engine" warning light came on. I was able to
make it home and went to my local garage the next day. They said I needed a tune-up. Now, my
Sable runs like it did when new. Hourly rates for service is ridiculous. I'm a mechanic and I
charge by the job not by the hour. The high cost at shops is due to overhead costs for al
supplies, etc. Passed to cust. Two Chevy Dealers estimated over bucks for tune up, took it to
Patricks in Youngstown, out the door for little over bucks. Patricks is well known around
Youngstown OH for quality work, at a great price, always packed. You just have to be ready to
leave car o-night. Plugs and wires, has that engine with three cylinders against the firewall. My
car is happy and I enjoy working on it. At that moment I realized I am more than capable of
working on my own car and vowed to complete maintenance within my ability. Plus there's
nothing more satisfying than knowing the work got done and I'm in only paying for parts. Now I
replace oil coolant lines and transmission coolant lines on both of my trucks. I have a ford
focus SE I'm trying to see how much a tune up would be. Cheap as possible. So happy both
with the cost and the quality of work Tom at Brake City is my hero!!!!! Service engine light
coming on. Says need plug coils and oxy sensor. Another dealer told me kind of same?? I went
to a very trusted mechanic to get a quote and they want for a standard tune up. I know they'd do
a great job but asking for over an hour is ridiculous! I'm making a little over 8 an hour and I'm
supposed to pay a full check worth on something that'll take them a couple hours? I'll end up
doing this with my dad because there is no reasonable way to justify this until I have a nice car
and a career. Passenger window would not go down. Tested circuit an found ground not
switching. Took it to dealer who tore car apart an said i need master switch. Last time it goes to
dealer. Requested a standard tune up. Received no paper work. IMHO I feel ripped off. I don't
even know it the tune up was done or just made to sound better. Received no parts back. Feel
completely ripped off! I guess you do pay more anywhere that's near disney. I guess they can
pick on the northern's. This is a quote I got from Firestone a couple days ago April 10, I can't do
that. I don't know if this included taxes. Performed by my trusted mechanic. Spark plugs, fuel
filter, spark plug wires - also, check compression, inspect ignition cables, adjust ignition timing
and idle speed. Car is a , bought used from dealer in Bellingham WA in Has been mechanically
well-maintained and has , miles. Comments Typically done about once a year, a tune-up is
regularly scheduled preventive maintenance on a vehicle. The procedures vary by the vehicle's
make, model, age and mileage, but a tune-up typically involves replacing the air filter; running
computer diagnostics; and checking the condition of and possibly replacing the fuel filter, spark
plugs and wires, and other basic engine parts. Typical costs:. Smith Specialty Automotive in
Kansas lists what might be included in a ,mile major servicing and tune-up [ 1 ]. Check the
owner's manual or the mechanic will check the shop manual for the year, make and model of
vehicle for a list of exactly what maintenance is needed, and when. Every vehicle has a
schedule of recommended and mandatory maintenance, based on the vehicle's age and
mileage. A tune-up typically takes about two to four hours of labor, depending on what is
included. Autozone describes typical tune-up procedures [ 2 ]. Most modern cars use platinum
spark plugs, which typically last 30,, miles, so they do not need replacing with every tune-up.
Some newer cars have an electronic ignition system instead of a distributor, so a tune-up does
not include a new distributor cap and rotor. Symptoms that a car might need a tune-up include a
drop in gas mileage, a noticeable loss of power, a "rough" engine or one that stalls at a stop,
engine "knocking" or continuing to run after the ignition is off, or a "check engine" or "service
engine" light staying on after the initial start. However, these symptoms might be caused by
other problems with the computerized systems. Most repair shops will begin by performing a

diagnostic test, to determine if a tune-up is the correct solution to the problem. Running
diagnostic tests on highly computerized car systems is typically beyond the skill level of most
home mechanics, but many can handle the other steps in a basic engine tune-up [ 3 ]. Shopping
for a tune-up:. When comparing prices, ask for a detailed explanation of what is included in the
tune-up, because it can vary significantly. The National Institute for Automotive Service
Excellence, a non-profit trade group for technicians and other automotive service professionals,
has a searchable directory [ 6 ] of certified shops. CostHelper News. Posted December 30 It's
crucial to plan ahead, before bad weather hits. Posted November 26 Tune up. Was this post
helpful to you? Report prohibited or spam. Very high priced tune up in Kirkland WA. Tune Up.
Complete Tune up. Tune up at , miles. Cost of time up. Tune-up included plugs, wires and
ignition coil. Repair costs. Tune up Plugs and wires 6 cylinder. Coils and oxygen senior. Low
price honest mechanic. Why are shops wanting over dollars an hour?!? Tune up - Toyota
Tacoma. Car Make:. Hours of Labor:. This is the name we'll display with your post. Remember
me on this computer. Search Thousands of Topics on CostHelper. Today's Featured Cost
Articles. In case signing up was a resolution, we cover the cost of diet plans. Need help
uncovering your driveway? You may need a snow removal service. The CDC recommends it is
more important than ever to get a flu shot this year. Be ready if the worst weather hits -- a
portable generator means fewer power outages. Garden all winter long with an indoor
greenhouse. About CostHelper. CostHelper is based in Silicon Valley and provides consumers
with unbiased price information about thousands of goods and services. Our writers are
experienced journalists who adhere to our strict editorial ethics policy. CostHelper Community.
I was stuck with a bill and my insurance is pretty good. This is insane for a 20 minute procedure
with no nurse assistance MRI Cost. Garage conversion for larger Den. Old den will become
Breakfast room Paid: Garage Conversion Cost. Traffic citation Paid: Traffic Ticket Attorney
Cost. Towing a Car Cost. Why is dental insurance stuck in the 80's? Paid: Dental Implants Cost.
Sticker shock Paid: Usually at costco Eyeglasses Cost. You are really pushing it with that many
miles. There is basic tune ups and major services. Just depends on what you want. Also if you
are looking for a tune up because the vehicle is running rough, you are better off telling them
you want it checked out so they can tell you what you need instead of just giving it a tune up,
because this may not help. Hope this helps. Since your Ford has so many miles on it i would
recommend a major tune up. If you know how to work on them and enjoy working on them you
can save yourself some money. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover
accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over
bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Texas AG was in Utah after
historic freeze back home. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. My explorer has
about , miles on it. Answer Save. All depends on what type of tune-up you want. Plugs, wires,
filters, hoses, seals, gaskets?? See where I am going with this? Do you want what is called a
basic tune up which is usually plugs and wires. How do you think about the answers? You can
sign in to vote the answer. Stampy Skunk Lv 6. Do it yourself Spark plug wires if you want to
Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Asked by Wiki User. They dont really
have an "official" tune up recommendation. The reason is that it is so dependant on conditions,
such as, type of driving done, climate, terrain mountain or flatland , use of vehicle like towing or
non-towing, and even quality of gas used and frequency of other services like oil changes, that
it impossible to come up with a blankets schedule to cover all of these variables. Tune ups are
based on need anymore. In other words, pull a spark plug and look at it. Measure the gap. Is it
highly worn? Do a tune up. Is the engine skipping? Diagnose it and if plugs are the cause, do a
tune up. In most cases, I find that the platinum plugs are lasting anywhere from 60, miles to ,
miles. High resistance on plugs and plug wires due to age can cause wear on the ignition coil
and it's demise as well. I would say if you have over , miles on the plugs, I would do a tune up.
Plug wires are probably good for about , miles as well. You can tell if the original wires are still
on the vehicle by reading the words on the wires. If the cylinder numbers are on the wires, they
are the originals. Replacements, even Motorcraft wires, do not put the cylinder numbers on the
wires. The fuel filter should be changed about every 20, to 30, miles. You will make your fuel
pump last a lot longer if you reduce how hard it has to work. A clogged up fuel filter causes fuel
pump death and loss of power. Air filter is based on need. Pull it out and look at it. PCV valve
probably should be replaced when you do your fuel filter. But again, there is nothing really
written in stone. It's up to the owner, but the life of your vehicle will depend on how vigilant you
are with your maintainance. Yes , there was a Ford Explorer with the Eddie Bauer trim - did you
have a question? How do I deactivate the garage door operen on a ford explorer eddie bauer. No
, starting with the Ford Explorer the automatic transmissions were electronically controlled.
Sure, why not..? Unless it's an Eddie Bauer Chevrolet The Eddie Bauer is a higher trim level - it
has standard equipment that may be offered as an option on the XLT. This is for a 4. It has

standard features that may be available as an option on the XLT. The thermostat on a Eddie
Bauer Edition Explorer 4. It is in the end that is attached to the water pump. It will run fine on 87
Regular. My Eddie Bauer runs on 87 unleaded regular. You can view the Ford Explorer owners
manual online at : A4LD automatic transmission. Model 4R55E automatic transmission. Each
vehicle with keyless entry has its own code. The main difference between the limited and the
Eddie Bauer is that the Eddie Bauer has two-tone leather seats and the limited does not. Also,
the limited has chrome roof racks, running boards and wheels up. The XLT is a cheaper version
of the Explorer. It features cloth seats and downgraded features. Ask Question. Ford Explorer.
Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer. Ford Explorer XLT. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered
Related Questions. What is an Eddie Bauer Explorer? What size speakers are in a Eddie Bauer
Ford Explorer? How do you tune up a Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer? How do you deactivate the
garage door opener on an Eddie Bauer explorer? Where is pcv hose on a ford explorer Eddie
Bauer? Can a ford explorer parts fit an Eddie Bauer ? What is the towing capacity of a Ford
Explorer Eddie Bauer edition? What makes an explorer an Eddie Bauer? How does the diagram
of the fuse panel on a ford explorer Eddie Bauer look? Where is the thermostat located on a 4.
Need owner's manual for Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer? What kind of transmission does a Ford
Explorer Eddie Bauer? What is combination to Eddie Bauer explorer? When was the Ford
Explorer Eddie Bauer edition introduced? Where is the fuse panel on a Eddie Bauer explorer?
Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed
via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives
with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By
Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at
crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in
order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name?
When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can
you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like
bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last?
Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the
longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV
dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk
dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose
rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites
don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl
cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply. Me and my husband just got this suv, bought it used and were both not to sure what it
could be, The Check Engine light comes on for a while and then goes off for a while. The radio
lights do the same exact thing they come on and then go right back off so Hell what to do!!!! My
check engine light came on so I went to O'Reilys to borrow their code checker. It said Bank 1
lean so I replaced the Bank 1 O2 sensor. I cleared the fault and all seemed OK for a few days,
then the light came back on. My Ford Explorer has valves that are blown. I had another engine
put in it and
yamaha cygnus x wiring diagram
1975 ford ltd
4 plug trailer wiring diagram
the catalytic converters replaces. The engine they replaced it with also has blown valves. I've
owned this car for 4 years and nearly the entire 4 years the Check Engine Light has been on.
I've been told it's the O2 Sensors, the catalytic converter and a variety of other issues. I opt'd to
do nothing and have put 50K miles on the car. I know a handleful of other folks who have the
same issue with their Explorer. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 4 reports do nothing 1 reports replace air filter and clean mass air flow
sensor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Explorer
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

